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The aim of the Sorrell Foundation is to inspire creativity 
in young people and to improve the quality of life through 
good design. The Foundation creates and prototypes 
new ideas, and joins up public-sector departments such 
as education and health with the UK’s world-class design 
community. It aims to deliver immediate benefi ts while 
creating models with long-term value. One of its key 
programmes is joinedupdesignforschools.

Joinedupdesignforschools gives pupils the role of clients. 
They work in teams to create a brief for a design project that 
will improve the quality of life in their school. A designer or 
architect is appointed to work for them, and together they 
engage in a process that leads to innovative design concepts 
for schools. Sometimes these concepts become reality.

Over six years, the Sorrell Foundation ran projects and 
workshops in 100 schools, working closely with 700 pupils 
in client teams, and often involving the entire school, meaning 
that a total of more than 10,000 pupils have been involved in 
joinedupdesignforschools. The Foundation also organised a 
national touring exhibition involving more schools and pupils, 
during which 12 key issues identifi ed by pupils in the main 
programme were reaffi rmed. These included their concern 
about social areas in their school, the learning spaces, toilet and 
dining facilities, and the role and reputation of the school in 
the community. 

At the heart of the programme is the development of pupils’ 
life skills. The creative process contains opportunities for pupils 
to learn and develop highly transferable skills that help them 
succeed, not just in creative thinking, but in life in general. Life 
skills such as motivation, responsibility and communication 
can improve their self-confi dence and self-esteem.

The Young Design Programme has developed out of 
joinedupdesignforschools. It works like a kebab stick, joining up 
pupils in primary and secondary schools with students at university 
and designers in industry. As with joinedupdesignforschools, the 
pupils are the clients, but this time their consultants are students 
of design at university, who in turn are mentored by professional 
designers. The pupil client teams set briefs that the student design 
teams address. The focus is on how to improve the quality of life 
in schools through good design.

A pilot study of the Young Design Programme ran during 
2005  – 2006. In this study, 45 students from the University of the 
Arts London worked with more than 100 pupils from 10 London 
primary and secondary schools. 

The 2006 – 2007 Programme
The 2006  – 2007 Young Design Programme ran in three locations: 
University of the Arts London, University College Falmouth and 
Leeds College of Art and Design, involving 90 students working 
with 160 pupils from 13 primary and secondary schools. Students 
for the Young Design Programme were selected by application 
and interview from different disciplines including ceramic design, 
graphic design, interior and spatial design, performance, visual 
communications, art and design, photojournalism and fi lm. Once 
selected, they were formed into teams of mixed disciplines, with 
around six students in each team. Each student design team then 
decided on a name and identity for their group.

In the meantime, pupil client teams were being set up at each 
of the schools involved. After this period of planning and 
preparation, the main process began. It was made up of four 
stages: Challenge, Brief, Conversation and Concept. The student 
designers and pupil client teams were introduced at an event 
called the Challenge, at which the pupils identifi ed the main 
design challenge they want addressed. The pupils then returned 
to their schools and developed their Brief and presented it to their 
designers. Next, the all-important Conversation stage took place, 
during which the pupils and students had several meetings and 
went on visits together to inspiring locations. The project then 
reached a climax when the student design teams presented their 
fi nal Concept to their pupil clients. 

To recognise the achievement of those who took part in the 
Young Design Programme 2006  – 2007, each university or design 
college held a celebratory event for students, pupils, mentors 
and their families and friends. Certifi cates of achievement 
were presented by the Sorrell Foundation to all the students 
and pupils involved. The design concepts produced during 
the programme were exhibited at the Sorrell Foundation 
Young Design Centre at Somerset House, where all the student 
designers came together to present their concepts and discuss 
their experiences.

The Sorrell Foundation Young Design Centre at Somerset 
House, London, opened in May 2007. The Centre includes 
an interactive exhibition to explore what’s next 
for schools in Britain, and to inspire everyone involved 
in renewing school environments. The exhibition 
describes what happens when you give young people 
a say in the way their school is designed. It shows 
the joinedupdesignforschools process, and examples 
of the common issues that pupils want designers and 
architects to address. Over the next three years, the Sorrell 
Foundation’s Young Design Centre will present a series 
of exhibitions and displays, run a workshop programme 
in the Somerset House Learning Centre and Lecture 
Theatre, and create a unique archive and research centre 
to explore pupil voice. 



The benefits 
The Foundation believes that there are many advantages in  
linking the four elements of the ‘kebab’ process.

For pupils : As with joinedupdesignforschools, the pupils develop 
life skills. By giving them the responsibility of being clients, 
of being the school’s representatives and decision-makers, 
they experience a situation that teaches them skills such as 
communication, teamwork, negotiation and problem-solving. 
Teachers discover new approaches and different methods for 
helping pupils learn by observing how they work with the 
designers. As one deputy head teacher said : ‘I cannot begin to 
express how much the pupils’ involvement in this programme  
has impacted upon both the pupils’ creativity and their own 
personal development.’ In addition, the unique combination  
of young minds with design expertise can generate innovative  
design solutions.

For schools : The Young Design Programme can help schools 
prepare for regeneration projects under the Building Schools 
for the Future, Primary Capital and Academies government 
programmes. Head teachers and governors encounter a fresh 
way of thinking about how to tackle school design. The resulting  
design briefs set by the pupil clients are invaluable documents for 
architects and designers, who may choose to involve pupils as clients 
in their own projects. Developing links with a university or college 
can help pupils and school staff improve their understanding 
of what further or higher education can offer them, as one lead 
teacher reported: ‘I know that this programme has given pupils 
aspirations of studying to be architects and designers.’ 

For design students : Students become better at reasoning and 
problem-solving, more skilful at communicating, and they learn 
about teamworking. Because the projects are live, they gain 
valuable experience that contributes towards their professional 
development, and learn the importance of planning, co-operation, 
listening to the client and making informed decisions. The Young 
Design Programme helps to develop initiative and independent 
thinking, which is key to their success as a professional designer 
or architect. As one student said : ‘I’ve improved as a designer 
and I’m less precious about my work – the presentations and 
workshops were really helpful and meant we had to improve.’

For universities and colleges : The Young Design Programme offers 
a new way of working with local school communities. Through 
meetings, visits and celebratory events, schools, pupils and their 
families become increasingly familiar with the local university 
or college, which helps to widen access to a broader range of 
potential students. The Young Design Programme is structured 
to encourage students to work across disciplines, and to focus on 
developing life skills, and contributing to their professional skills. 
Programme managers gain experience in an innovative, flexible 
way of working. As Leeds programme manager Lucy Gibson said : 
‘I have been learning about those transferable skills people like to 
talk about. I have found it an incredibly worthwhile job.’

For the design industry : Young Design graduates develop skills that 
help prepare them for work. For the designers and companies that 
act as mentors, the Young Design Programme provides a valuable 
insight into the way that young people think about design, and 
it links the design industry to the education sector. As mentor 
Alex Mowat from Urban Salon said : ‘I hope coming to our office 
and sharing in our process of analysis helped the students have 
the confidence that their design was grounded and relevant to 
a real situation.’ From a wider perspective, the Young Design 
Programme has the potential to create a body of consumers with  
a greater understanding of the benefits of design. And for 
designers and architects working on regeneration programmes 
such as Building Schools for the Future, Primary Capital, and 
Academies, the Young Design Programme provides insight and 
inspiration, and an ideal starting point for involving pupils.

Creating a new model 
The Sorrell Foundation aims to develop the Young Design 
Programme further, to create a model that can be offered to all 
universities and colleges of design in the country. The hope  
is to inspire hundreds of collaborative projects across primary, 
secondary and tertiary education and professional practice.  
The Young Design Programme 2007– 2008 will include at least  
six universities and colleges, increasing the number of pupils  
and students who can learn through the process.



At meetings, visits and presentations throughout the Young 
Design Programme, media students recorded the sights and 
sounds of the process. In this second year of the programme, 
students from Leeds College of Art and Design made  
a twenty-minute film following the projects in Leeds, and 
photojournalists students from the University of the Arts 
London and University College Falmouth documented each 
stage of their projects.

Media students’ were accredited and had professional mentors. 
Their work documented the projects, and is an invaluable aid to 
disseminating information about the Young Design Programme. 
Their images are used throughout this publication, and were 
also displayed at the celebratory events at each location. 

Photojournalists and  
documentary film makers

Above  Photographs taken by student 
photojournalists during the Young 
Design Programme process
Below  Stills from the documentary 
film made by film makers Pinhole, 
Leeds College of Art and Design



Pupil client team 

Charles Edward Brooke Girls’ School
Student design team 

If 6 were 9 ... 
Industry mentor 

Casson Mann Architects

‘A sea of concrete with barely a glimpse of colour’ 
was how one student design consultant described the 
playground at the Charles Edward Brooke Girls’ School 
in Camberwell, South London. Pupil clients complained 
of a lack of colour, shelter, seating and space to play  
ball games. 

If 6 were 9 ... produced a solution that responds to the 
school’s specialisation in Media Arts. A multifunctional 
play space allows some pupils to stage performances  
or play energetically, while others can enjoy a quiet area. 
A sculpted copper seat, inscribed with the story of the 
school, connects the different social spaces and helps to 
create a shared sense of pride.

Bringing colour to our playground

For the second year running, students from the University of the Arts 
London participated in the Young Design Programme. The five student 
design teams worked with primary and secondary schools on projects 
united by a common issue: the need for inspiring, exciting places to 
go during lunch time. A new dimension was added to the programme 
through the project at the Woodside Inclusive Learning Campus, in 
which the client team included pupils with special needs. This tested 
the communication skills of both the student designers and  
pupil clients. 

 University of the Arts London 
5 schools
69 pupils
34 students
6 disciplines

‘The best thing about it was having 
my work criticised by the pupils. 
They are brutally honest’
Student design consultant

Top  The team discuss materials 
and finishes
Above  A kiosk acts as the central 
focus of the playground
Left  Computer generated visual  
of the redesigned playground 
shows the sculptural copper bench 
and reinvigorated colour scheme
Far left  Pupil clients perform their 
brief at a celebratory event at the 
Cochrane Theatre, London



Pupil client team 

St John’s C of E Primary School
Student design team 

Diverse 
Industry mentor 

East Architects

Although the pupil client team from St John’s Church 
of England Primary School, south London, was from 
different year groups, the pupils all agreed on one thing: 
break times in their school were boring. They asked their 
student designers to come up with a concept that would 
transform their concrete playground into a versatile, 
interesting outside social space. 

Inspired by a visit to Kew Gardens, Diverse produced 
an ingenious concept that maximises the outside social 
space available by dividing it into distinct zones. Pupils 
can explore nature in the Life Zone’s tree house and 
pond, release some energy on the Crawly Zone’s play 
equipment, unwind in one of the Calm Zone’s relaxation 
pods, or develop their performance skills on the Flutter 
Zone’s stage. The school governors were impressed with 
the concepts, and are looking into implementing them.

Brightening up our break times

Top  The playground is split into four zones,  
based on the butterfly life cycle 
Bottom, from left to right  :  A pupil client puts 
together a bag of interesting materials from Kew 
Gardens to present to the student design team; 
Pupil clients produce drawings during an  
inspirational visit to Kew Gardens ;
Statements written on to large boards formed 
part of the pupil clients’ brief

Pupil client team 

Woodside Inclusive Learning Campus
Student design team 

3C Design
Industry mentor 

Phineas Manasseh 

A new secondary school is being built in Haringey, north 
London, to replace three existing schools, two of which 
are for young people with special needs. How will 
pupils with very different abilities integrate on one site? 
The pupil client team, which included pupils with severe 
physical and learning disabilities, showed 3C Design the 
kind of objects and environments they enjoy. 

Using plans of the new school drawn up by the 
appointed architects, the student designers created the 
Fusion Zone, a social and learning space where pupils 
with and without disabilities can work and play together. 
The concept incorporates vivid colour and textures, and 
a symbolic, multifunctional linking element that features 
seating, hoist tracking, railings and ramps. 

Top  Student designers produced  
a calm, relaxing environment accessible  
to pupils of all abilities
Right  A visual of the Fusion Zone shows the  
colour scheme and system of linking pathways
Far right  A pupil client enjoys a visit to  
the Bethnal Green Museum of Childhood

‘I’ve learned a lot about 
communication working for 
children with special needs’ 
Student design consultant

A social space where everyone is included



Pupil client team 

Pimlico School
Student design team 

Young Imaginations 
Industry mentor 

BDP

Water was the central inspiration for the concept 
produced by student designers Young Imaginations 
for Pimlico School, which is near the River Thames in 
central London. Pupil clients wanted a new identity that 
would reflect the school’s Performing Arts specialisation, 
and also wanted more places to go at break time. 

Inspired by the River Thames, Young Imaginations took 
the pupil clients to the Thames Barrier Park to think 
about the qualities of water. The final design proposal 
responds to the water theme in various ways: an identity 
based around a musical stave and swan motif; a shell-
shaped performance platform ; furniture inspired by 
wave rhythms ; and display ‘bubbles’ in the boundary 
wall for exhibiting schoolwork. 

A fluid identity and social spaces

‘Working in a team and 
learning about my strengths 
and weaknesses has helped 
develop my character’ 
Student design consultant

Above  A concept for 
playground furniture 
mimics wave forms
Right  In a project 
focusing on boundaries 
and water, the Thames 
Barrier Park was a natural 
choice for a group visit  
Far Right  Bubbles in the 
boundary wall provide 
a display in the outdoor 
social space
Right  A new school 
identity is based around  
a stylised swan shape  
to continue the water and 
music theme

Pupil client team 

Ernest Bevin College 
Student design team 

The Important of Being Ernest
Industry mentor 

SHH Architects

The pupil client team from Ernest Bevin College,  
a large boys’ school in Tooting, knew they wanted to 
make their school a better place to be. The lack of social 
space, grey exterior and crowded, overused dinner 
hall was part of the problem, but so was some pupils’ 
disrespectful behaviour, which the client team were 
anxious to address.  

The student design team listened carefully to the brief, 
and decided that new indoor and outdoor social spaces 
could create a sense of community and shared identity. 
The social spaces use bright colours, coloured light 
and greenery to make a bold statement. An improved 
circulation system, connecting the social and functional 
spaces, makes moving through the school a more  
pleasant experience.

Making our school a nicer place to be

Far right  A pupil client 
presents the student 
designers’ final concept
Centre right  The pupil 
client team said their  
school should be friendly 
and welcoming
Right  An outdoor 
development provides 
lunch-time social space 
Below  Colourful social 
spaces offer air hockey 
and table football, helping 
to create a greater sense 
of fun and community



 University College Falmouth
4 schools
37 pupils
32 students
2 disciplines
The first year of the Young Design Programme at 
University College Falmouth, Cornwall, introduced new 
issues and attitudes. The schools posed new challenges 
for student designers, including how to announce  
a school’s presence from the road, and how to ward 
seagulls away from playgrounds. John Butcher, Director 
of Learning and Teaching at the college, praised the 
programme in his end of year report: ‘The students were 
aware that this represented an authentic experience of 
what it is like to be a designer, and they enjoyed working 
with the pupils as refreshingly uninhibited clients.’

Pupil client team 

Falmouth School Sixth Form
Student design team 

Team 6
Industry mentor 

Urban Salon

The pupil client team from Falmouth School Sixth Form 
asked Team 6 to ‘re-interpret, re-order and re-design our 
sixth-form space and identity, reflecting the key values 
of pride, presence and community’. There was very 
little to distinguish the sixth form from the rest of the 
school, with no independent identity, signage or separate 
entrance to their spaces. The pupil clients were also 
concerned about their common room and study area, 
because of uncomfortable furniture, harsh lighting and  
a lack of privacy.

Team 6’s final proposal is centred on a wedge-shaped 
symbol, which represents the idea of a fractional ‘sixth’ 
being a distinct but integral part of a whole. The wedge 
is used on a new identity and signage system, as well  
as in the form of a large sculptural piece to announce  
the new entrance to the sixth form. A re-designed 
common room is inspired by traditional libraries,  
with comfortable furniture, adjustable lighting and  
an improved circulation route. 

Celebrating our sixth form

Above  A concept visual 
shows the remodelled 
entrance to the Sixth 
Form and designated 
outdoor social space 
Left  Large sculptural 
wedges give the Sixth 
Form a stronger presence 
in the school
Below  The new logo

‘It was refreshing for us to 
have a group of real people 
to discuss our ideas with 
and get proper feedback’
Student design consultant

Pupil client team 

Launceston College
Student design team 

Kaleidoscope
Industry mentor 

Absolute Design

Launceston College, Cornwall were 
so pleased with Kaleidoscope’s design 
proposals that they have already 
implemented their identity concept, 
three colourful scribbles containing 
the symbols to represent the actions 
think, learn and grow. The concept was 
produced in response to the brief, written 
by pupil clients studying Design and 
Technology in the school’s sixth form, 
which asked for a reinvigorated sixth-
form space with a greater sense of fun. 
The pupil clients gave Kaleidoscope  
a tour of the sixth-form area, explaining 
their concerns that the space appeared 
cramped and neglected. 

Symbolising what we do

The student design team decided to 
introduce more colour to the sixth form. 
They produced a navigational system, 
using a bright palette of red, yellow and 
green ribbons, which weave through 
the interior and exterior of the building, 
changing from 3D to 2D as they move. 
The three colours are also used in the 
identity, and in the interior decoration  
of the building to demarcate spaces  
that are used for learning, casual study 
and socialising.

Top, far right  The vivid new logo uses three verbs,  
think, learn and grow, to describe what happens in school
Above right  A model of the Sixth Form shows how  
a brightly coloured ribbon-like structure divides the 
space into different areas
Above  The pupil clients used a number of  
experimental models to explore ideas
Top  A computer visual shows how the space  
caters for study, socialising and learning



Pupil client team 

Bosvigo School
Student design team 

Boslogos
Industry mentor 

Workhouse Design

Reaching out to the community was an important part 
of the design brief produced by the pupil client team 
from Bosvigo School, Truro. The small primary school 
consists of a group of buildings: the original school, built 
in 1898, and a number of other additions dating up to 
2002. The client team, which was made up of children 
from Year 5, told design team Boslogos that they wanted 
a more clearly defined identity to announce the school’s 
presence, including a landmark building that would be 
visible from the street.

The student design consultants explained the design 
process by characterising design problems as monsters 
and their solutions as superheroes. This helped the pupil 
clients to communicate their views about the school, and 
gave the design team information about their clients’ 
aesthetic tastes. The final design proposals feature a 
new building, open to the local community, that makes 
a bold statement about the school. It is decorated 
internally with informative graphics about sustainability 
and other issues. A new identity is applied across the 
uniform, stationery, pupil diary and the website, while 
a tree house and new play equipment add variety to the 
outside social spaces.

Pupil client team 

Penryn College
Student design team 

Penryn
Industry mentor 

BarberOsgerby

Penryn College, Cornwall, is undergoing a major 
rebuilding project, involving the construction of a new 
school building and the demolition of several older blocks. 
The client team, a group of ten pupils studying for GCSEs 
in art, design and technology, was keen that mistakes from 
the old school shouldn’t be repeated. They wanted more 
seating, shelters and rubbish bins in their social spaces, 
and a greater feeling of ownership.

The student design team’s final concept links the school’s 
external social spaces with a series of organically shaped 
shelters, to enable pupils to relax, play games, and eat 
away from the seagulls that patrol the playground looking 
for food. In addition, a re-designed signage system, 
uniform, website and diary planner increase community 
cohesion. As one student designer said: ‘We want to give 
the college back to the students.’

Taking ownership of our school

Top right  Organically shaped outside shelters mean pupils can  
get fresh air during their breaks without braving the elements 
Above left  The new logo for Penryn College
Left  A flexible new signage system would help pupils  
and visitors find their way around the building
Above right  The pupil clients and student design team celebrate 
after their final presentation at University College Falmouth

Top  An illustration related to sustainability 
surrounds classroom light switches, reminding 
pupils and teachers of the importance of saving 
electricity where possible 
Left  A visual of the school shows how the new 
landmark building would present a more unified 
image to the local community
Above  The tree-house logo for the new  
school building

‘The students have really 
enjoyed the challenge of 
interpreting what it was 
the pupils actually wanted.’
 
John Butcher
Director of Learning and Teaching
University College Falmouth

Sharing our school with the community



Personalising a new school

Pupil client team

Primrose High School
Student design team 

Claw
Industry mentor 

Andrew Edwards

What more could school pupils want than a brand new 
school building? Student design team Claw were asked to 
work with a group of 9 students from Year 11 at the Primrose 
High School, Leeds, which moved to a new PFI building  
in September 2006. The pupil clients told their design team 
that, although the school had everything they needed, the 
interior was quite bland and it was easy to get lost. 

Claw responded to the pupil client brief by adding  
new colour into the building. Taking the school’s name  
as a starting point, the student designers created a 
pentagonal primrose emblem, which is used in a new 
identity and navigational system. Each floor is colour-coded, 
and wayfinding totems 1.5 metres high are located on each 
landing. An amphitheatre and grassy seating pods increase  
the range of activities available in the outside social space.

 Leeds College of Art and Design
4 schools
30 pupils
23 students
4 disciplines
The Young Design Programme in Leeds worked with four 
secondary schools, including three that are Private Finance 
Initiative (PFI) buildings, opened 2006. What problems 
could there possibly be to address in a brand new school? 
Through listening carefully to the pupil clients, the student 
design teams realised there were plenty of issues around 
identity, social space, colour and dinner halls. Programme 
manager Lucy Gibson commented : ‘A PFI company came 
to our final presentation, so we may have an impact on how 
that company builds future schools in Leeds.’

Pupil client team 

South Leeds High School
Student design team 

FWD Space
Industry mentor 

James Fathers

Student design team FWD Space were impressed by the 
modern, spacious interior of the South Leeds High School, 
which moved to a new PFI building in 2006. However, their 
pupil client team of 8 students from Year 10 soon explained 
that there were problems in the school that were not 
immediately visible: the dining hall had insufficient seating 
and a chaotic queuing system, and the outside eating space 
had a leaky shelter, a litter problem and not enough seating. 

FWD Space’s design proposal is inspired by the ‘chaos’ they 
saw during a lunch-hour visit to the school. Their concept 
reorganises the layout of the dining spaces to maximise 
efficiency, and introduces circulation routes to prevent 
crowding and congestion. A striking, glazed dinner-hall 
extension with high-tech food delivery systems eases 
pressure on the existing facilities, and additional outdoor 
seating makes al-fresco lunches more attractive to pupils. 

Creating order at lunch time

Right  A visit to the 
National Media Museum 
in Bradford inspired  
a brightly coloured 
signage system
Below left  Pupils can 
stage performances in 
the grassy amphitheatre, 
which also provides  
extra lunch-time seating
Below right  A colourful 
navigational system helps  
identify each subject area

‘The pupils had a real spark and 
enthusiasm for it, and got excited 
by the possibilities of design’ 
Lucy Gibson 
Programme Manager

Top left  Vintage video games 
inspired the decorative pattern 
used in the dinner hall
Middle left  FWD Space members 
present their ideas to the  
pupil client team
Bottom left  A glazed extension 
increases lunchtime capacity
Top right  Circulation through  
the space is accelerated by  
more efficient systems
Bottom right  The serving  
area in the new dinner hall



Creating something to do and somewhere to sit

Pupil client team 

City of Leeds School
Student design team 

Identify
Industry mentor 

Beam

Pupils from the City of Leeds School 
thought the outside social space at 
their 15-year old school was lacklustre. 
Although the playground covered a large 
area, the pupil client team of 8 students 
from Years 7 and 9 reported that the space 
was under-used because there wasn’t 
much to do outside; in particular, there 
was no shelter or seating. 

Working with the objective to make the 
playground a more comfortable place to 
be, Identify focused on creating a more 
‘practical, functional and exciting’ place. 
A group visit to an Ikea store helped the 
pupil clients to collect ideas and explain 
their preferences for colour, materials and 
furniture. Identify’s final design proposal 
reclaims an enclosed courtyard that is 
currently out of bounds to pupils, and 
hugely increases seating provision, to 200 
seats in the playground and 100 in the 
courtyard, in a range of styles. There are 
also sports areas, shelters, social spaces 
and extra rubbish bins. The student 
designers reported that they had ‘enjoyed 
every minute of working on a live brief’.

An owl-inspired identity and navigational system

Pupil client team

Carr Manor High School
Student design team 

IDA
Industry mentor 

Elmwood Design

The Carr Manor High School in Leeds has recently moved 
into a new building funded through a Private Finance 
Initiative (PFI) scheme. The pupil client team, three Year 
11 students, explained : ‘We want our school to have an 
identity and to be unique.’ They were concerned that the 
school felt anonymous, was easy to get lost in and didn’t 
reflect its pupils’ achievements and personalities. 

The student designers took the school’s emblem, an owl, 
as a starting point. Together with the pupil clients, they 
thought about how owls symbolise wisdom, and also 
about how school could be compared to a bird’s nest in 
which chicks are nurtured and from which they learn  
to fly. The final design proposals apply these ideas to  
a colour-coded navigational system, which creates paths 
around the school with decorative woven lines inspired 
by flight paths, and an exhibition space, which functions 
as a central hub for showcasing pupils’ achievements and 
a forum for discussions and presentations.

Above, left and right  Additional seating 
and shelters in simple shapes inspired  
by the school emblem and strong  
colours increase the potential of outdoor 
social spaces
Right  Student design consultants  
present to their clients
Below right  A curvy wall structure 
incorporates shelter and seating 

Above  IDA team members attend 
the school to get feedback from 
pupil clients
Top right  Concept model for 
an outdoor exhibition space, 
influenced by birds’ nest structures
Right  Owl flight paths inspired the 
colour-coded navigational system, 
which traces across corridor floors 

‘For me, the most important 
thing about the project was 
inspiring the client team’ 
Student design consultant 

‘The best part of it was the 
pupils’ response – they really 
motivated us’ 
Student design consultant



‘It was great to meet students 
from other colleges and see 
their work. I was surprised we 
all faced similar issues’ 
Student design consultant

Students from the University of the Arts London 
present and perform their final concepts with their 
pupil clients at the Cochrane Theatre, London

Far left  A student design team presents its final  
concept at Leeds College of Art and Design to  
an invited audience of pupils, teachers, tutors and  
the local authority representatives
Centre  All the students gather to celebrate  
at their college
Above  Leeds College of Art and Design students  
relax after receiving their certificates

Left  Students and pupils make joint presentations  
of their final concepts at University College Falmouth
Above  A reception for pupils, students and guests  
at a display of the final design concepts
Right  Students and pupils celebrate at the university

At the end of the programme, all students and  
pupils who have participated in the Young Design 
Programme celebrate their achievement by giving 
special presentations at the universities and colleges  
to describe their projects. They also receive Certificates 
of Achievement for their contribution to the programme. 

The events are attended by an invited audience of 
teachers, families, designers and architects, and local 
authority representatives, and are followed by  
a celebratory party at which guests can view all of  
the designs and talk to the student designers about  
their work.

Following these regional events, everyone involved 
meets for a special end of programme day at the Sorrell 
Foundation Young Design Centre, Somerset House. 
Students and tutors have a chance to give feedback on 
their experience of the programme; all of the designs 
go on display as part of the What’s Next For School’s 
exhibition ; students give further presentations about 
their projects, and give filmed interviews. The party is 
an opportunity for everyone to meet other participants : 
‘It was great to see everyone else’s work – some of its 
fantastic. And it’s good to share our experience of the 
programme with students from other colleges. It would 
have been great to all meet at the beginning as well.’  



‘It was valuable to 
get together and 
share good practice’
Course Leader

Above  On display at the Sorrell Foundation Young Design 
Centre at Somerset House : a positive end to the project
Far right  Students locate their team’s work in the exhibition
Right  Presenting to programme participants and invited guests 
in the Lecture Theatre, Somerset House at a professional 
practice forum event

Top  Students from the University of the Arts London, 
University College Falmouth and Leeds College of Art and 
Design in the Edmond J. Safra Fountain Court at Somerset 
House where they are celebrating the culmination of  
their work on the Young Design Programme 2006 – 2007
Left  A close look at the What’s Next For Schools exhibition 
Above and right  Students debate and feedback their 
experiences on the Young Design Programme



Participants in the Young Design Programme follow a process 
consisting of four stages: Challenge, Brief, Conversation, 
and Concept. These stages are preceded by Planning and 
Preparation and followed by Celebrating Achievement.

Planning and Preparation  
Pupil client teams and student designers 
are selected and given training

 The Process

Brief  
Pupil client teams produce a detailed study 
of what they want re-designed in their 
school. Student design teams are created, 
matched with professional mentors and 
presented with the pupils’ Brief

Conversation  
This is the key period of interaction.  
Pupils and students attend meetings, go on 
inspirational visits, and work on solving 
problems. Student design teams get input 
from tutors and mentors, and develop their 
design concepts

Concept  
Student design teams present their final ideas to 
the pupil clients. The client team is assisted by 
the design team in a formal presentation to their 
head teacher and governors

Celebrating Achievement  
Students and pupils attend a special 
event to make presentations and receive 
certificates in front of their families, 
teachers and lecturers. Final design 
concepts are displayed at the Sorrell 
Foundation Young Design Centre, 
Somerset House

1

2

3

4

Challenge 
Pupils decide what problem they want 
the design team to solve, and have initial 
discussions with student designers

Planning and Preparation

Challenge

Brief

Conversation

Concept

Celebrating Achievement



 Getting involved

The Sorrell Foundation hopes to develop the Young Design 
Programme over the coming years to create a model that 
will inspire hundreds of collaborative projects across 
primary, secondary and tertiary education and professional 
practice. The Foundation is looking for schools, colleges
and professional practitioners to help us make this happen. 
If you would like to take part, please get in touch.

Tom Doust, Education Manager
The Sorrell Foundation
Somerset House
Strand
London WC2R 1LA

020 7845 5860
tom@thesorrellfoundation.com

The Sorrell Foundation would like to thank everyone 
involved with the Young Design Programme 2006 – 2007

Pupils, teachers and head teachers from Bosvigo School, 
Truro ; Carr Manor High School, Leeds ; Charles Edward 
Brooke Girls’ School, Camberwell ; City of Leeds School; 
Ernest Bevin College, Tooting ; Falmouth School Sixth 
Form, Cornwall ; St John’s Church of England Primary 
School, South London ; Penryn College, Cornwall ; Pimlico 
School, London ; Primrose High School, Leeds ; Launceston 
College, Cornwall ; South Leeds High School ; Woodside 
Inclusive Learning Campus, Haringey.

Students and staff from University of the Arts London
Sir Michael Bichard, Elizabeth Rouse and the deans, course 
directors and tutors including Kathryn Aherne, Jonathon 
Barratt, Mike Bradshaw, Will Bridge, Jamie Hobson, Danny 
Killick, Marilyn McMenemy, Christopher Sharrock, Alison 
Shreeve, Roger Wilson and programme manager Ian 
Thompson ; all the students who took part : If 6 were 9...
members Nana Ayisi, Rita Ajayi, Leon Farrell, Shivani Soni ; 
The Importance of Being Ernest members Gioia Berton, The Importance of Being Ernest members Gioia Berton, The Importance of Being Ernest
Chermiah Hart, Cigal Kaplan, Sharon Runcorn, Barbara 
Schweier ; Young Imaginations members Wafa Khalil Al Young Imaginations members Wafa Khalil Al Young Imaginations
Obaidat, Ylva Hagelback, Nam I Kim, Samson Ng; 
Diverse team members Michael Chan, Beatriz Gonzalez Diverse team members Michael Chan, Beatriz Gonzalez Diverse
Alonso, Louise Graham, Nadia Halloway, Katerina 
Kittnarova ; 3C Design members Belgin Bodur, Bianca 
Curley, Felicity Jones, Ian Varnes, Kaajal Verma ; 
and photojournalists Jose Anies, Michelle Brooks, 
Daniel Jones. 
Students and staff from University College Falmouth
Alan Livingston, course directors and tutors including 
John Butcher, John Miller, Bryan Clark and programme 
manager Hannah Partington ; all the students who took 
part : Kaleidoscope members Amy Brown, Elizabeth Cowie, Kaleidoscope members Amy Brown, Elizabeth Cowie, Kaleidoscope
Kelsey Eaves, Sam Hayes, Kate Johnson, Ben Taylor, 
Amy Wragg ; Team 6 members Georgina Claridge, Steph Team 6 members Georgina Claridge, Steph Team 6
Cotgrave, Rebecca Hemus, Holly Mahoney, Sarah Medway, 
Laura Metcalfe-Wood, Matt Mulherne, Tom Savage; 
Boslogos members Rowena Cummins, Anna Dreijing, Boslogos members Rowena Cummins, Anna Dreijing, Boslogos
Emma Finch, Nat Gardner, Kerrie James, Will Kinchin, 
Donna Martyn, Liz May, Kate McElwaine ; 
Penryn members Kristian Andrews, Mark Beecroft, 
Nick Bunn, Jon Creighton-Grifi ths, Katie Fishlock, 
Andrew Lewis, Mark Webber.
Students and staff from Leeds College of Art and Design 
Edmund Wigan, Simone Goodwill, and course directors 
and tutors including, Nick Cass, Jerome Harrington, 
Dorothy King, Christian Lloyd, Bruce Madge, Chris Owen, 
Dan Robinson, Graham Savage, Graham Tansley and 
programme manager Lucy Gibson; all the students who 
took part : FWD Space members Danielle Marshall, Nicola FWD Space members Danielle Marshall, Nicola FWD Space
Meachem, Kathryn Quinn, Steven Sladden, Magdalena 
Zdanowicz ; Claw members Tara Atkinson, Mark Cooke, Claw members Tara Atkinson, Mark Cooke, Claw
Ice Lo, Andrea Williams; IDA members Umer Akbar, 
Philippa Curry, Emma Littlefair, Elisabeth Riley; Identify
members, Hannah Flowers, Jen Ohlson, Livia Rayeck, 
Winnie Zeng; and Pinhole fi lmmakers Tom Allan, Pinhole fi lmmakers Tom Allan, Pinhole
Jordan Platt, Lucy Robinson. 

Industry Mentors Absolute Design, BarberOsgerby, 
BDP, Beam, Casson Mann Architects, East Architects, 
Andrew Edwards, Elmwood Design, James Fathers, 
Phineas Manasseh Architect, SHH Architects, Urban Salon, 
Workhouse Design.

Special thanks to Young Design Programme advisory 
panel members: Sally Hindle, Stella Jennings, Linda 
Lefevre, Bavaani Nanthabalan; Widening Communication:
Dan Chilcott, Jennifer Gunstone and team, for drama 
workshops; Rob Andrews and David Pierce for speaking 
to the students; Local Authority, Leeds: Shaya King, Chris 
Gosling; Richard Marshall; R&D&Co for the concept of 
this publication, Ben Blossom; Nick Skeens and Jayne 
Buchanan for interviews; Graham Carlow and Ben Rowe 
for photography: Henry Richards and Russell Road for 
fi lming; William Warren for creating the ‘kebab’. 

Cover : Client team from Charles Edward Brooke Girls’ 
School on stage at the Cochrane Theatre, University of the 
Arts London, after performing their fi nal presentation.




